End time zone headaches,
communication issues, and
cultural challenges. We
provide software
development outsourcing
teams that deliver agile
development services from
wholly-owned nearshore
centers in Latin America.

USA
Costa Rica
Brazil

HIGH VALUE.
SCALABLE.
SUSTAINABLE.

Nearshore
Software
Development
Outsourcing
222 South 15th Street, Suite 1001N
Omaha, NE 68102
402.391.9200
sales@qat.com

WORK AND GROW WITH US.
Accelerate business growth
and deliver world-class
solutions with nearshoring
from QAT Global. It's not
only possible to establish
and maintain highperforming nearshore
Engage a dedicated development team with QAT Global

software delivery teams; we

in Costa Rica or Brazil to get a proven outsourcing

excel at it. Even in today's

solution that enables you to extend your development

hyper-competitive

capacity at a high value, scalable, sustainable basis.

environment.

ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT

APPLICATION
MODERNIZATION

SOFTWARE PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT

HIGH-PERFORMING
SOFTWARE TEAMS
US-based resources with the technical skills you need are in
short supply, and typically those you do ﬁnd are expensive
and challenging to retain. We have the solution you need.
QAT Global is the partner of choice for organizations looking
to establish dedicated, high-performing, continuous software
delivery teams. We can consistently deliver exceptional
teams thanks to our hybrid nearshore-onshore model, robust
personnel selection process, IT Staff transformation training,
excellent compensation packages, unique culture, repeatable
development processes, and development centers in the
Americas that operate within highly compatible time zones, have similar cultures, and
include bilingual client-facing team members with excellent English communication
skills.
n Augment your development capacity with teams in a highly compatible time zone
n Tackle new development projects or maintain existing applications
n Leverage dedicated, stable, long-term teams of ﬂexible size

Our Agile software developers can help you achieve a higher outsourcing value
through cost savings, increased overall delivery quality, and reduced time to delivery.

Our Team

Every QAT Global team member shares a passion for working on challenging, innovative projects that deliver meaningful results that help transform our clients' businesses. They are inspired by complex, varied problems, rapid change, and actively
work to ﬁnd ways to be better every day.

WHY CHOOSE US?

BEST PRACTICES & METHODOLOGIES

TOP DEVELOPMENT TALENT

COMPATIBLE TIME ZONES

QAT Global develops projects at a rapid
pace and with the highest quality using
its Agility RPM enterprise development
methodology that is Agile-Scrum based.
Agility RPM is an innovative and
revolutionary development approach
that produces highly scalable, quick, and
secure enterprise applications.

Access expert development talent at a
fraction of typical onshore rates.

20+ years' experience. 100+ person
team that works when you do.

All client-facing team members are
ﬂuent in English. We select project
leads that are bilingual for their ability
to communicate effectively and
support the team's culture.

Let us help you solve your most
complex software development
challenges with a dedicated, highperformance nearshore outsourcing
team in a compatible time-zone.
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